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CARE &               MAINTENANCE 
Fabric

Vacuuming is usually sufficient to clean 
the fabric. When stained use lukewarm 
water and gently wipe (do not rub too 
much on the material). Always use white 
cloths to avoid discoloration. For more 
stubborn stains, use a pH neutral soap or a 
detergent suitable for that particular fabric. 
More detailed information here: Camira 
instructions and Kvadrat instructions.

Felt

Vacuum or dust wipe gently. For stains, 
use lukewarm water and dry gently (do not 
rub on the material). If this does not help 
contact the supplier for further instructions.

Laminate

Wipe gently with a soft, dry cloth.  
For stains, use a soft cloth with ammonia 
(window cleaner), which eliminates  
the need for dry- ing streaks. Remember  
not to use abrasive detergents.

Leather

Wipe with a dry soft cloth for regular 
cleaning. Do not use vacuum cleaners, this 
can scratch the surface. When stains wipe 
or rub gently with a damp cloth. Do not 
use chemical coatings, cleaners or soap 
solutions. This does not help contact the 
supplier for further instructions. Remember 
not to place the furniture too near a heat 
source, leave a gap of 5-6 inches and  
avoid placing it in sunlight.

Marble

Marble is porous and stains easily. Wipe 
off anything spilled on marble immediately. 
Occasionally wash marble surfaces with 
lukewarm water and wipe dry with a clean 
cloth. To avoid leaving streaks, wipe surface 
with a damp chamois cloth. Should your 
marble surfaces require a more thorough 
cleaning, wash with a mild household liquid 
detergent solution, rinse and wipe dry.

Metal

Wipe gently. For stains, use lukewarm water 
and mild detergent without solvents and 
abrasives. Dry with a soft cloth.

Polyurethane

Wipe gently. For stains, use lukewarm 
water and mild detergent without solvents, 
alcohol or abrasives. Dry with a soft cloth.

Solid Surface

For day to day cleaning, warm soapy  
water or non-abrasive household cleaners 
such as glass cleaner or commercially 
available solid surface cleaners will remove 
most residues. Then rinse and towel dry the 
surface to prevent spotting especially in 
areas with hard water.

Vinyl

Wipe with a dry soft cloth for regular 
cleaning. Do not use vacuum cleaners,  
this can scratch the surface. When stains 
wipe or rub gently with a damp cloth.  
If this does not help contact the supplier for 
further instructions. Remember to always 
finish by wiping the furniture  
with lukewarm water. Detergents can  
be ordered from Corium AB.

Wood

Wipe gently. For stains, use lukewarm 
water and mild detergent without solvents 
and abrasives. Wipe off any moisture. 
Remember that wood is a living material, 
light from illumination and sunshine have 
some impact on the wood surface color and 
brightness. Therefore, wood can change in 
color and brightness.


